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A Balanced North Dakota Harvest?
By Mark D. Schneider

This growing season has been a
rollercoaster ride for many of North
Dakota’s producers. In the western
part of the state there were reports
of total crop loss due to the drought
and out east many farmers will have
above average wheat
yields.

and early August brought some hope
of a second cutting of alfalfa.

get their crops harvested. A common theme this year in western
North Dakota is, “take any rain we
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producers didn’t experience the
replenish soil moisture and recover
100-degree heat witnessed during
from the drought. Many eastern
the last two growing seasons, givNorth Dakota farmers were hoping
ing moisture-deprived crops some
for drier conditions in August for
wheat harvest, but could
use a shot of rain to help
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asking a lot from Mother Nature.
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North Dakotans will be looking
on crop yields showed the effects of
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eyes and hoping once again for
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